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Abstract: “Most people study mathematics to satisfy some requirements. Some Study Math to learn the tricks of nature so they may find out how to make things bigger or smaller or faster or more sensitive. But a few/a very few study math because they wonder -not how things work ,but why they work. They wonder what is at the bottom of things -the very bottom , if there is a bottom. This paper will be very useful to them”. M.A.Rusho. Remember when you first participate any math contest or olympiad maybe national or International you see some terrible function and the question state that you have to find this function maximum or minimum value. You become frustrated thinking I have to take the derivative first then equalising it to 0, then find the optimal value of X blah blah blah. . . . now it’s time to reconstruct your mind for solving this type of Mathematical problem in a suitably way. First we have to think that is the difference between School textbook math problem And Olympiad Math Problem. The core difference is problem solving. But you may think that in school mathematics we all solve problem. But this problem solving is different like you can solve it by GUIDE or may a teacher can help or this problem may directly solved by any standard formula like(a+b)^2. But in Olympiad problem You are totally in a new place, totally difference problem you didn’t see it. But you have too slove it now. Many people find this difficulty. BUT IT IS not difficult if you solve it by making some useful strategies. This paper although written for High School Student’s but those who will read it thoroughly they will understand it is for useful for undergraduate or beg gainer of a graduate student from engineering background. Though Calculus, linear algebra, partial differential equation is not included in Math Olympiad Syllabus. But if you are really a Math Enthusiast I believe you already learn it!!! If you didn’t ‘don’t be hesitate. Learn It from any book or course. Then came here to read this thesis paper. Best Wishes to all!!! Happy Problem Solving !!
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Introduction:
Here is the general procedure of myself to teach you the method

- First I will Show you the question
- Then you will see a general procedure of solving a problem
- Since every one learn math by doing not just reading, you will see a lot of example
- Then last section you will think about the problem differently in your way
- Then you learn IT!!! Apply in the contest

A rectangular Box open at the top, is to have the volume of 32 cc. Then Find the dimension of the box that requires the least material for its construction ???

General Procedure
By seeing this it may seem simple but it is not. It will be one of the difficult problem you see in this paper. So what is the general procedure. First you have to declare an auxiliary function. An auxiliary function is that function that store all the information of a question. An auxiliary function is made by the statement in the question given and some Lagrangian λ multiply with what you want the the maximum of a function. Then you will find the partial derivatives with all it’s dimension and make it equal to 0. And Find the Lagrangian multiplier λ. By finding it you will find all the dimension of this function and determine the answer! By Reading this I hope you have learnt nothing!!! That’s what a teachers do! So let’s see in application :-

Define a Auxiliary function
\[ f(x, y, z, \lambda) = f(x, y, z) + \lambda g(x, y, z) \]

By seeing it first it may seem something robust. But it is not. \( f(x, y, z) \) is the function of answer what you want i.e the least material for its construction. And the 2’nd part is actually equivalent to 0. Why because \( g(x, y, z) \) is equal to volume \( V \) – xyz. But we will not make it to 0. Because if we do, we will not find the Lagrangian \( \lambda \).

So then \( f(x, y, z) \) is the surface area you want to find since it is open at the top the surface area will be
\[ f(x, y, z) = S = xy + 2yz + zx \]

*NP=Here x is length , y is breadth and z is height . And the volume is \( V(x, y, z) = xyz \)

Then the real valued function is :-
\[ f(x, y, z, \lambda) = xy + 2yz + zx + \lambda \ast (xyz - 32) \]

Then find the partial derivative of this function by it’s dimension and equalising it to 0.
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Then $g(x) = a+b+c-k$
Let, The area is $A$
Then $A^2 = K/2 \times (k/2 - a) \times (k/2 - b) \times (k/2 - c)$
The Auxiliary function is
$$f(x, y, z, \lambda) = K/2 \times (k/2 - a) \times (k/2 - b) \times (k/2 - c) + \lambda \times (a + b + c - k)$$

Now let’s solve another 2 more problems. You will generally see this type of problem in IMO Olympiad or IYMC online challenge. Please check the previous question if you don’t fully understand. Because I will do this question very quickly.

Find the maximum value of $x^n y^n z^n$ where $x + y + z = a$
Here
$f(x, y, z) = x^n y^n z^n$
and
$g(x, y, z) = x + y + z - a$
Now Let’s define auxiliary function :-
$$f(x, y, z, \lambda) = x^n y^n z^n + \lambda (x + y + z - a)$$

Then taking partial derivative of this function we find :-
$$F_x = mx^{\lambda - 1} y^n z^n + \lambda = 0$$
$$F_y = m x^n y^{\lambda - 1} z^n + \lambda = 0$$
$$F_z = m x^n y^n z^{\lambda - 1} + \lambda = 0$$
Now -
$$\lambda = -m x^{\lambda - 1} y^n z^n = -m x^n y^{\lambda - 1} z^n = -m x^n y^n z^{\lambda - 1}$$

Value of $y$ and $z$ in terms of $x$ is
$$y = (n/m)x$$
and
$$z = (p/n)y$$

Not put the values in $x + y + z = a$ equation we find again
the stationary point is
$$x = am/(m + n + p)$$
$$y = an/m + n + p$$
$$z = ap/m + n + p$$
Then The maxima Function is
$$f(x, y, z) = d(m + n + p) \times m^n \times n^m \times z^p / (m + n + p)$$
(Ans)

Last But Not least Question:
If the perimeter of a triangle is constant then the maximum area of a triangle is when it is Equilateral
Then perimeter of this triangle is $a + b + c = k$.
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